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then you need to download the two software packages: the stm32f4discovery - usbasp tool. this is a software package of compiled libraries and makefiles that is used to program
the microcontroller via the usb interface. it is the main software package that will run on your pc. make sure to get the right package for your pc. if you have 32-bit windows 7,

please download the stm32f4discovery-dp32 and if you have 32-bit windows 8, you should download the stm32f4discovery-dp32vs. you can get a full download of all
stm32f4discovery packages from the stm32f4discovery site. the stm32f4discovery_flasher-stm32 demonstrator. this is a program that runs on your pc. it loads the bootloader on

the stm32f4discovery, which will in turn load the stm32 application code. the stm32f4discovery-dp32vs software package contains makefiles and libraries and the
stm32f4discovery_flasher-stm32 software package contains the project files. these files are the ones that you will load on your pc. to load them on your pc, you need to extract the

software packages to the following folder structure: moved to downloader flash loader exe. the software publisher is renesas or the publishing group is microchip or unknown.
nothing more so far. i have tried all the 4 files (3 different versions and one different quality from zip archive) and none of them works. downloaded 26083 times file name. the

common filenames for the programs installer are flash loaderexe flashloaderexe flashloaderbootstrapexe flashloader_ver40exe or flash_loaderexe etc. run the flash loader
744_ssg_v05exe and click on set model select c3300_libre_setting_v02mdl and choose the application binary file.
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the renesas flash programmer is available for download as free evaluation software. we do not
provide technical support for the free version, so will not be able to answer any questions you may

have regarding the evaluation software and send to our technical support center via the renesas web
site. if you require technical support, we recommend that you purchase a software license through
one of our sales offices or distributors. parameters request: urlrequest the absolute or relative url of

the swf, jpeg, gif, or png file to be loaded. a relative path must be relative to the main swf file.
absolute urls must include the protocol reference, such as or file:///. filenames cannot include disk

drive specifications. context: loadercontext (default = null) a loadercontext object, which has
properties that define the following: whether or not to check for the existence of a policy file upon
loading the object the applicationdomain for the loaded object the securitydomain for the loaded

object the imagedecodingpolicy for the loaded image object if the context parameter is not specified
or refers to a null object, the loaded content remains in its own security domain. all results were

taken from the j-link commander output. tests started with the flash either empty or erased, as flash
erase times depend very much on the selected device. sector sizes may grow for large devices.
please refer to the chip manual of the appropriate device to get information about erase times.
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